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Abstract: Family is a basic institution in social system. Husband, wife and their kids included in a family. Family is central institution in society. Familiar relationship is the base of every family. Family always shows the social changes, family extension and family disorganization. Family disorganization is a last stage in family institution. Family is a first school in life of man where mother and father are the first gurus. Family is a main source of socialization and social control. Family gives the place to many social problems. Divorce, family disorganization is a separation between husband and wife. Family disorganization dangerous to all who connected to the particular family. It also hamper on family, community and society progress. In this article focus has been given on overall discussion with causes, consequences, effects and suggestion.
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I. Introduction

According Machiver and Page, sexual contact, reproduction and taking care of children is the main role of family. Family is main institution of man. Man cannot survive with ought family. It is a social economics political and cultural institution. Family develop, promot the norms and values for maintaining the social control.

Following are the importance of family-
1) Balance life and socialization process.
2) Emotional, economic and social support.
3) Collaboration between status and role
4) Fulfillment of need
5) Attitude and value equality.
6) Unity of objectives.
7) Personal ambitions and growth
8) Future planning and support

Family And Problems

Family connected with primary, secondary and territory relationship. There is a interconnection among the family members as per the role and status. When person fails to maintain his role as per the status then there is a begging of social problems. Dispute between husband and wife is called as a family disorganization or separation. Family disorganization includes weakness, maladjustment and failing healthy relationship with members of this group together.

It is a breakdown of consensus and loyalty, often then disruption of previous existing relationship or the loss of family consciousness and the development of detachment. In this stage the combination and health of family come into trouble. Family disorganization is climax of long series of conflicts which have threatened the unity of family. There is an imbalance is familiar relations.

Family disorganization is a process which carry forward into various stages. Every family has some dispute but family members try to maintain the balance about it. But when the situation goes beyond doubt the process of separation start to come closer.

Differences, tension, separation, divorce and its results exists into family disorganization.
Causes Of Family Disorganization

There are internal and external causes responsible for family disorganization-

1) The change and difference between status and role.
2) Multiplicity of roles and role conflict.
3) Role deviance and struggle
4) Change in familiar activities and functions.
5) Impact of industrialization and urbanization.
6) Economic crises, problems and tensions
7) Unemployment
8) Contract, relation, temporary scope of marriage
9) Familiar tension
10) Physical and psychological problems
11) Excess and extreme involvement of relatives and other family members
12) Romantic fallacy, unfair relations
13) Effect of hyper media culture
14) Clashing temperament
15) Attitude and different ways of philosophy about life
16) Personal and social behaviors
17) Lack of adjustment and response to tension
18) Avoidance of social norms and values
19) Awareness among the women and support from laws and acts.
20) Extreme poverty spending excess family income
21) Occupational tensions
22) Difference in cultural background
23) Disparity in age.
24) Polyandry and polygamy marriage type

Desertion hasn’t legislative measures but separation takes place as per the procedure and rule. In the separation, situation in family goes to extreme stage. As per the 1955 Hindu marriage act there is a provision of separation. There are the many pending cases in upper and lower class.

To believe in separation is a legacy process and cause of divorce. Separation can be the base of divorce. Separation is a dangerous process. Both sides get suffered when separation taken place. Therefore this process to be taken as an urgent social problem and try to be dissolved from all sides.

After divorce the chain of social problems exits and disturb to husband and wife along with children. Society also change the attitude towards culprits.
Following are the common suggestions on family disorganization problem

1) Adjustment with each other
2) Economic balance
3) Suggestions from relatives
4) Implementation of rules regulations, norms are values.
5) Cultural and social co-operation
6) Spreading and promoting the education
7) Role of peer groups
8) Support of government and administration
9) Ethic and morality
10) Other suggestion.

II. Conclusion

Separation is breeding phase before the divorce. Therefore once again combination can be taken place. Also there is a need to do efforts for avoidance of disorganization process in society.
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